ABSTRACT. The aim of this paper is to define and study super-continuous mappings and some other forms of continuity such as strong continuity, perfect continuity and complete continuity in bitopological spaces and investigate the relations between these kinds of continuity and their effects on some kinds of spaces.
INTRODUCTION.
The study of bitopological spaces was first initiated by J.C. Kelly [1] and thereafter a large number of papers have been done to generalize the topological concepts to bitopological setting. Munshi and Bassan [2] introduced a strong form of continuity, called super-continuous mappings and studied some of their properties in topological spaces. Noiri [3] obtained further.properties of super-continuous mappings and investigated the relation between super-continuity and several strong forms of continuity such as 6-continuity and strongly 0-continuity which was introduced by Noiri [4] , and completely continuity which was given by Arya and Gupta [5] . Bose and Sinha [6] defined almost continuity in bitopological spaces. Banerjee [7] defined &continuous and strong 0-continuous mapping in these spaces. They study these mappings and some of their results on different kinds of spaces such as nearly compact, regular, almost regular and semi-regular spaces. The purpose of this paper is to define super-continuous mappings in bitopological spaces and investigate some of their properties and relations with other forms of continuity and its effects on some kinds of spaces.
Throughout this paper, by a space X we mean a bitopological space (X, r, r2). By i-int A and cl A we shall mean the interior and the closure of a subset A of X with respect to r,, respectively, where i,j or 2 and y j.
A subset ,5' of X is said to be/j-regular open (resp. /j-regular closed) if int(j cl S) S (resp. i-cl(j int S) S). S is said to be pariwise regular open (resp. pairwise regular closed) if it is both/j-regular open and ji-regular open (resp. /j-regular closed and ji-regular closed), denoted by p-r.o (resp. p-r.c) [8] . A point z of X is said to be ij 6-cluster point of S if S fq U y for every ij r.o set U.containing z. The set of all i3-6 cluster points of S is called tj di-closure of S and is denoted by ij -cla(S). A subset 5' of X is said to be j -6-closed if i2 -6-cluster points of S C S.
The complement of ij 6-closed set is ij 6-open. So a set is ij 6-open if it is expressible as a union of ij r.o sets. 5" is said to be pairwise-6-closed (resp. pairwise-6-open) if it is both i3 6-closed and ji-6-closed (resp. ij-6-open, and ji-6-open) and will be denoted by p-6-closed (resp. p 6-open).
A bitopological space X is said to be ij-serrfi resular [8] (resp. /j-regular [1] , ij-almost regular [9] ) iff for each x (5 X and for each/-open set V of X, there is an/-open set U containing x such that
is pairwise-serni regular (resp. pairwise-regular, pariwise almost regular) if it is both /3-senti regular and ji-serrfi regular) (resp. /j-regular and ji-regular,/j-almost regular and ji-Mmost regular).
A subset S of a bitopological space (X, rl, r2) is said to be/j-nearly com. pact relative to X [7] iff each/-open cover /2 of S has a finite subcollection/20 such that S C Uvuoi int(j clU). 
for each subset A of X.
Conversely, let f(ij -clA) C i-cl y(A) for each A C X and let F be any/-closed subset of Y,
for each B C Y. Coversely, let/4 O{Uola fi A} be an/-open cover of X. Since Uo C int(j el Uo), therefore X C Uot, Uo C Uo/i int(j cl Uo). But Uo/i int(j cl Uo) is an ij 6 open cover of X, so there exists a finite subset A 0 of A such that X C Lloi int(j ci U). Hence X is/j-nearly compact. COROLLARY 3.1. Any/j-regular closed subset of an/j-nearly compact space is/j-nearly compact. PROOF. Obvious. 
